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Semantic Segmentation

• Mars Arabia Terra is region on mars with
signs of past occurences of water beneath
morphological structures such as mounds.

• Problem Statement: Given an elevation
model of a terrain, automatically split the
pixel space into disjoint regions of mound
and non-mound segments.

Figure: Left: HiRISE DTM sampled at 1m (as raster).
Right: Hand-labelled mounds
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Conditional GANs

• pix2pix [2] based supervised semantic segmentation with U-Net [3] backbone.
• Input: Tiled image, Labels: Ground-truth mask.
• Dice Score: 72 %
• Training loss: cGAN loss + L1 reconstruction loss expressed as:

Ex ,y [logD(x , y)] + Ex ,z [log(1− D(x ,G (x , z))] + λLL1(G )

Figure: Left: Architecture of the conditional GAN, Right: Sample tile-wise segmentation results.
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Mask-guided data augmentation

To estimate a distribution of variation

• Experiment 1: Ground truth mask guided generation: reverse mapping mask ⇒ mound
• Experiment 2: Random mask based generation, using parameterised cubic bezier curve,

with N (number of points) and α(smoothness of the curve), as parameters.
• Data augmentation induces variability and improves detection accuracy.

Figure: Example outputs of the mask-guided terrain simulation. The network learns to hallucinate mound-like
features within the given mask shapes.
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Unsupervised Disentanglement

• Unsupervised learning of latent
codes corresponding to factors of
variation via maximising mutual
information [1].

• Latent factor variation enforced
with Context discriminator via
causal interventions.

• Training of G regularised with
additional constraints.

• Training Loss:
minG ,H,Q maxD Ladv (G ,D)−
λLinfo(G ,Q)− αLc(G ,H)

Figure: Overview of the Simulator. Generator receives a
fixed number of latent codes (continuous or discrete) in
addition to the noise. D predicts whether generated
sample is real or fake. Q predicts the latent codes. H
takes a pair of images generated with a fixed latent
code, and predicts the dimension of the fixed code.
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Effect of latent traversal

Figure: Results with using 1 latent (along Y axis) and 1 continuous variable (along X axis) (a). The discrete
code appears to separate mound regions from non-mounds, while the continuous code appears to control slope
(b).
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Why terrain simulation?

• Labelling is expensive.
• Controlled generation.
• Implicit learning of factors of variation.

• Better searchability and domain
adaptation.
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